I IABrTRACT
Longitudinal stability and tontrol derivatives of a fightlfr aircraft are estimated by output error method for different types of in~ut excitation. The uncertainties in the parameters are computed by cortfcting Cramer-Ra(j) bounds using fudge fa~tor. In general, the step input response data is not used for estimating the derivatives. Therefore, step response time history trajectories were cross-vali~ated using tIle estimated derivatives for standard inputs like doublet and 3211. This proves that the model parameters are estimated with high confidence. By appropriately choosing the mathematical model and using the correcte~ flight data for bias and scale factor errors by compatability check for parameter I estimation proves beyond doubt that such a procedure can be adopted for estimating stability and control derivati,-:es of any aircraft.
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where I1x' ay and a= are forward, lateral and normal accelerations at sensor location; p, q and r are roll, pitch and yaw rates, respectively; () and 4> are pitch and bank angles, respectively; and ~ax, kay, and ~a=. The likelihood function can be maximised by minimising negative log-likelihood functioq.
The OEM performs this minimisation and yields the estimates of the parameters and initial conditions.
In addition, it generates the predicted model response. Using OEM for the reconstructed Table 2 are converted to non-dimensional form, and are put together and plotted with a in Fig. 5 
